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SUMMARY

We consider the problem of minimizing

J (u; E)=
∫
E
f+
h (·; �(u)) dx +

∫
D−E

f−(·; �(u)) dx + 	|9E ∩D|

among functions u :Rd ⊃D→Rd, u|9D =0, and measurable subsets E of D. Here f+
h , f− denote

quadratic potentials de'ned on FD×{symmetric d×d matrices}, h is the minimum energy of f+
h and

�(u) is the symmetric gradient of the displacement 'eld u. An equilibrium state û, Ê of J (u; E) is called
one-phase if E= ∅ or E=D, two-phase otherwise. For two-phase states, 	|9E ∩D| measures the e/ect
of the separating surface, and we investigate the way in which the distribution of phases is a/ected
by the choice of the parameters h∈R, 	¿0. Additional results concern the smoothness of two-phase
equilibrium states and the behaviour of inf J (u; E) in the limit 	 ↓ 0. Moreover, we discuss the case
of additional volume force potentials, and extend the previous results to non-zero boundary values.
Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We consider an elastic medium occupying a bounded Lipschitz region D⊂Rd and assume that
the medium can exist in two di/erent phases. Each phase is characterized by its deformation
energy density

f±(x; �(u)(x))= 〈A±(x)(�(u)(x)− ±(x)); �(u)(x)− ±(x)〉+ a±
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and its location in the non-deformed state, i.e. by sets D± ⊂D, where D+ ∩D−= ∅ and
D+ ∪D−= FD. The plus and minus superscripts correspond to the 'rst and second phase,
respectively, u(x)= (u1(x); : : : ; ud(x)), x∈ FD, is the 'eld of displacements with corresponding
strain tensor �(u), and we assume that u(x) vanishes on 9D. According to the de'nition, the
energy density f± of each phase is a quadratic function of the linear strain �(u). ± denotes
the stress-free strain of the ith phase; A±(x) is the tensor of the elastic moduli viewed as
a positive de'nite, symmetric linear map on the space of symmetric tensors. We do not as-
sume that A+ and A− coincide but their di/erence measured in L∞-norm should be small
(see Section 2 for precise statements). Finally, a± is the associated minimum energy, w.l.o.g.
we will assume that a+ = h∈R and a−=0. In order to indicate the dependence of f+ on
the parameter h, we will write f+

h (x; �) in place of f+(x; �). If � denotes the characteristic
function of the set D+ occupied by the 'rst phase, then it is natural to take the functional
(neglecting for the moment volume force potentials)

J [u; �]=
∫
D
�f+

h (·; �(u)) + (1− �)f−(·; �(u)) dx (1)

as the total deformation energy and to investigate the existence and behaviour of equilibrium
states, i.e. of pairs û, �̂ such that

J [û; �̂]= inf J

where the in'mum has to be taken w.r.t. to all deformations u : FD→Rd, u|9D =0, and all
measurable characteristic functions � : D→R. A state of equilibrium is termed one-phase, if
�̂≡ 0 or �̂≡ 1, and two-phase otherwise. Unfortunately, the variational problem J → min may
fail to have solutions as it is shown by an example in Reference [1]. One way to overcome
this diQculty is the observation that

�f+
h (·; �(u)) + (1− �)f−(·; �(u))¿min{f+

h (·; �(u)); f−(·; �(u))}=:f(·; �(u))
hence we may introduce the functional

I [u]=
∫
D
f(·; �(u)) dx (2)

whose energy density is the non-convex double well potential f(·; �(u)) and whose in'mum
agrees with inf J (compare Theorem 7.1). Again, the existence of I -minimizing displacement
'elds cannot be guaranteed but the quasiconvex envelope f̃(·; �(u)) of f(·; �(u)) provides a
natural regularization Ĩ [u]=

∫
D f̃(·; �(u)) dx of the functional I which means that Ĩ attains

its minimum among all admissible displacements. Moreover, the Ĩ -minimizing displacement
'elds are exactly the weak cluster points of I -minimizing sequences. There are many papers
devoted to the study of the relaxed variational problem

Ĩ [u]→ min (3)

on suitable classes of displacements u : FD→Rd. Without being complete we mention Refer-
ences [2; 3] and the references quoted therein.
There is another way to obtain a regularization of the functional (1): following Reference

[4], it is natural to introduce an additional term in (1) similar to the GriQth surface energy
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THE EFFECT OF A SURFACE ENERGY 151

and proportional to the area of the surface S separating the regions D+ = {x∈D: �(x)=1}
and D−= {x∈D: �(x)=0}, more precisely we let

I [u; �]=
∫
D
[�f+

h (·; �(u)) + (1− �)f−(·; �(u))] dx + 	|S| (4)

where |S| denotes the area of the separating surface and 	 is a positive constant. Reformulating
the variational problem for (4) in suitable spaces like X =

◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd)×{�∈BV(D): �(x)=0
or 1} by observing that

|S|=
∫
D
|∇�|

if S := 9(spt �∩D) is smooth, it is easy to show the existence of equilibrium states û; �̂.
Moreover, we have inf I [u; �]→ inf J [u; �] as 	 ↓ 0 (see Theorem 7.1).
The main purpose of our paper is to investigate the way in which equilibrium states depend

on the parameters h∈R and 	¿0, in particular, we describe the range of parameters for which
only two-phase (one-phase) equilibria exist and under which conditions bifurcation occurs. A
precise formulation is given in Theorem 2.1, and in Theorem 8.1 we include additional volume
force terms, Theorem 9.1 addresses the case of non-zero boundary values. In this paper, we
will make use of various methods introduced by the third author in Reference [5] for the
investigation of phase transition problems in elastic media with residual stress operators. The
reader who wants to learn more about the mathematical and physical backgrounds should
consult the monograph [13].
Finally, we wish to mention that there exists a third way of regularizing (1) where the

surface energy term 	|S| from (4) is replaced by a quantity involving higher order weak
derivatives like 	

∫
D |Su|p dx of the deformation 'eld u. This model was proposed in Refer-

ences [6; 7], and in the particular case h=0, there is an approach to investigate the minimiza-
tion problem for the functional (2) without using any regularization. This approach is based on
the construction of a deformation u s.t. �(u)(x)∈{+(x); −(x)} holds a.e. (see again
Reference [7]).

Remark 1.1. The reader should note that the variational problems with a perimeter penal-
ization naturally occur in the setting of optimal design theory, we refer e.g. to Reference
[8].

2. NOTATION AND RESULTS

Let Sd denote the space of all symmetric d×d matrices. We de'ne for u=(ui), v=(vi)∈Rd

and for –=(–ij), �=(�ij)∈Sd, u · v := uivi, |u|=√
u · u, 〈–; �〉 := tr(–�)= –ij�ij, |–| :=√〈–; –〉, –u := (–ijuj)∈Rd, where we always take the sum over repeated Latin indices from

1 to d. If A :Sd →Sd denotes a symmetric linear operator, i.e.

〈A�; �〉= 〈�; A�〉 for all �; �∈Sd

we will use a coordinate representation in the form

(A�)ij = aij; kl�kl; i; j=1; : : : ; d

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2002; 25:149–178
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In terms of the coeQcients aij; kl ∈R symmetry of A means

aij; kl = akl; ij ; aij; kl = aji; kl; aij; kl = aij; lk (5)

In the following, D⊂Rd is assumed to be a bounded Lipschitz domain. For functions u : D→
Rd from the Sobolev space

◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd) (see Reference [9]) we de'ne the strain tensor

(�(u))ij =
1
2
(9iuj + 9jui); i; j=1; : : : ; d (6)

and observe that �(u)(x)∈Sd for a.a. x∈D. Note also that by Korn’s inequality (compare,
e.g. Reference [10] for a list of references) there is a constant c independent of u such that

‖∇u‖L2(D)6c‖�(u)‖L2(D)

holds for any u from the space
◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd). Suppose now that for each x∈ FD two symmetric,
linear operators A±(x) :Sd →Sd are given with coordinates of the form

a±ij; kl(x)= aij; kl(x) + �±ij; kl(x) (71)

aij; kl and �±ij; kl being symmetric and satisfying

aij; kl ∈C0( FD); �±ij; kl ∈L∞(D); ‖�±ij; kl‖L∞(D)¡� (72)

Here � is a suQciently small positive real number being speci'ed in Lemma 3.5 below. In
addition to (7), we assume the operators A± to be positive de'nite, i.e. for some #¿0 we
have

#|�|26〈A±(x)�; �〉6#−1|�|2 (8)

being valid for all x∈ FD and �∈Sd. Next, let us state our hypotheses concerning the stress-free
strains ±: for some 'nite q¿d, we have

± ∈L2q(D;Sd) (9)

Moreover, ± are generalized solutions of the equilibrium equations, i.e.
∫
D
〈A±±; �(v)〉 dx=0 for all v∈ ◦

W 1
2 (D;Rd) (10)

Note that (10) holds in the case that A± as well as ± do not depend on x∈D. Besides this
A± and ± should satisfy one of the following additional conditions:




there is a subset E of D with positive measure such that

〈A+(x)+(x); +(x)〉 − 1
|D|

∫
D
〈A+(y)+(y); +(y)〉 dy

¡〈A−(x)−(x); −(x)〉 − 1
|D|

∫
D
〈A−(y)−(y); −(y)〉 dy

is true for a:a: x∈E

(11)

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2002; 25:149–178
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〈A+(x)+(x); +(x)〉 − 1
|D|

∫
D
〈A+(y)+(y); +(y)〉 dy

6〈A−(x)−(x); −(x)〉 − 1
|D|

∫
D
〈A−(y)−(y); −(y)〉 dy

a:e: on D and A++ �=A−−

(11∗)

In Section 4, the hypotheses (11) and (11∗) will imply the existence of two-phase equilibria.
(11) should be viewed as a kind of suQcient condition for this fact in the case of vari-
able data A±(x); ±(x). Clearly (11) is violated in the case when A± ≡A±

0 ; ± ≡ ±0 with
constant operators A±

0 and constant symmetric matrices ±0 but then (11∗) reduces to the
natural requirement that A±

0 +0 �=A−
0 −0 . An example satisfying (11) will be given at the end

of Section 6.
Let us now recall our de'nitions of f±(·; �), f±

h (·; �), h∈R; �∈Sd, from Section 1 and
de'ne for 	¿0

I [u; �; h; 	] :=
∫
D
(�f+

h (·; �(u)) + (1− �)f−(·; �(u))) dx + 	
∫
D
|∇�| (12)

where the pair (u; �) is taken from the space

X :=
◦
W 1

2(D;Rd)×{�∈BV(D): �(x)∈{0; 1} a:e} (13)

i.e. � is a measurable characteristic function of 'nite total variation
∫
D
|∇�| := sup

{∫
D
� div’ dx: ’∈C1

0 (D;Rd); |’|61 a:e
}
¡+∞:

For a de'nition of the space BV(D), we refer to Reference [11] or [12] where the reader will
also 'nd the proofs of the following facts:

(a) Lower semicontinuity: if {�n} is a sequence of measurable characteristic functions
�n ∈BV(D) s.t. �n → � a.e., then∫

D
|∇�|6 lim inf

n→∞

∫
D
|∇�n|

(b) Compactness: if for a sequence {�n} as above we have supn

∫
D |∇�n |¡∞, then there is

a subsequence {�̃n} and a measurable characteristic function �∈BV(D) s.t. �n → � a.e.
(c) Isoperimetric inequality: suppose that the measurable characteristic function �∈BV(D)

satis'es 1=|D| ∫D � dx6 1
2 . Then there is a number �=�(d;D) s.t.

(∫
D
� dx

)(d−1)=d

6�
∫
D
|∇�|

(d) Density: for any measurable characteristic function � there exists a sequence {�n} of
measurable characteristic functions in BV(D) s.t. �n → � a.e.

(Property (d) is proved in Reference [13], we also refer to the appendix of Reference [14]).
Now we state the main result of our paper in which we describe the dependence of equi-

librium states û, �̂ of the functional (12) on the parameters h and 	.

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2002; 25:149–178
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Theorem 2.1. Let all the hypotheses stated before be satis'ed. Then; for any h∈R and
	¿0; the functional from (12) attains its minimum on the set X de'ned in (13): The half-
plane of parameters 	¿0 and h∈R is divided into three open regions A; B; C (see Figure 1
below) such that the following holds:

(a) for (	; h)∈A we only have the one-phase equilibrium û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0;
(b) for (	; h)∈C only the one-phase equilibrium state û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 exists;
(c) within the region B only two-phase states of equilibria exist.

Region A(C) is separated from region B by the graph of a continuous function h+(	) (h−(	));
0¡	¡	∗ for some 	∗¿0; the functions h± are de'ned on (0;+∞) and have the following
properties: there exists a number ĥ (an expression for this quantity is given in (20)) such
that:

• on (0; 	∗)h+ is strictly decreasing and h+¿ĥ;
• on (0; 	∗)h− is strictly increasing and h−¡ĥ;
• for 	∈ [	∗;∞) we have h+(	)= h−(	)= ĥ.

On the graphs of h±, we have the following description of equilibrium states:

(d) for h= h+(	); 	∈ (0; 	∗); we have the one-phase equilibrium state û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 and at
least one additional two-phase equilibrium state;

(e) for h= h−(	); 	∈ (0; 	∗), there is at least one two-phase equilibrium state together
with the one-phase equilibrium û≡ 0; �̂=1;

(f) for h= ĥ; 	∈ (	∗;∞); the equilibrium states consist of the pairs û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 and
û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1;

(g) for h= ĥ; 	=	∗ we have the equilibrium states û≡ 0; �̂=0; û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 plus at least
one additional two-phase equilibrium.

As to the regularity for two-phase state equilibria we have the following result (assuming the
same hypothesis as for Theorem 2.1).

Theorem 2.2. Consider a two-phase equilibrium state (û; �̂)∈X of the functional from (12)
with 	¿0 and let E= {x∈D: �̂(x)=1}. Then; if d67; D∩ 9E is a hypersurface of class C1

separating D into two open sets on which û is smooth provided that the coeQcients a±i; j; kl are
regular.

Remark 2.3. Regarding the de'nition of 9E we adopt the standard convention (see, e.g.
Reference [11], Proposition 3:1 and Remark 3:2) that

0¡|E ∩Br(x)|¡!drd

holds for any x∈ 9E; !d denoting the volume of the d-dimensional unit ball. The latter
condition can always be achieved by replacing E through a set Ẽ such that |E−Ẽ|= |Ẽ−E|=0.

Remark 2.4. In Theorem 8:1 (and 8:2) we prove that Theorem 2:1 (and also Theorem
2:2) extend to the case when we add a potential like

∫
D p · u dx to the energy I [u; �; h; 	].

Moreover; we can include the case of non-vanishing boundary values u0 (see Theorem 9:1).
In both cases, the data have to be suQciently small.

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2002; 25:149–178
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Figure 1. The 	, h half-plane.

Remark 2.5. By further decreasing the quantity � from (72) (if necessary) the functions
h±(	) are seen to be bounded if so are the stress-free strains ±(x) (see Lemma 7:3).

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is organized in a series of lemmas presented in Sections 3–5.
In Section 6, we put together these auxiliary results by way of completing the proof of
Theorem 2.1. Moreover, Section 6 contains the proof of Theorem 2.2. We 'nish Section 6
by adding an example for which condition (11) is satis'ed. In Section 7, we give some
further comments on our results, in particular we show that {ûn} is a minimizing sequence
for the functional from (2) whenever (ûn; �̂n)∈X is an equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	n] for a
sequence {	n} such that 	n¿	n+1; 	n¿0; limn→∞ 	n =0. Finally, we discuss in Section 8,
the case involving an additional volume force term and in Section 9 we add some remarks
on non-zero boundary values.

3. SOME EXISTENCE RESULTS

From now on we assume that all the conditions stated before Theorem 2.1 are valid but let
us remark explicitly that we neither need (11) nor (11∗) throughout this section. We start
with the following simple observation: consider a one-phase equilibrium state (û; �̂)∈X of
the functional I [u; �; h; 	]; h∈R; 	¿0, i.e. �̂≡ 0 or �̂≡ 1. Then we have û≡ 0. For the proof
let us consider the case �̂≡ 1. Then

I [û; 1; h; 	]6I [0; 1; h; 	]

implies (compare (12) and write f+
h =f+

0 + h, f+
0 (·; �) := 〈A+(�− +); �− +〉)

∫
D
f+
0 (·; �(û)) dx6

∫
D
f+
0 (·; 0) dx

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2002; 25:149–178
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and by (10) (recall û∈ ◦
W 1

2(D;Rd)) this reduces to
∫
D
〈A+�(û); �(û)〉 dx60

hence the ellipticity condition (8) together with Korn’s inequality gives the claim. The case
�̂≡ 0 is treated in the same way.

The next result is a trivial application of (8) combined with Young’s inequality.

Lemma 3.1. Let h∈R; 	¿0 be given. Then for any (u; �)∈X we have the estimate

#
2

∫
D
|”(u)|2 dx + 	

∫
D
|∇�|6I [u; �; h; 	] + |h||D|+ #2 + 4

#3

∫
D
(|+|2 + |−|2) dx (14)

The functional I [u; �; h; 	] has nice lower semicontinuity properties.

Lemma 3.2. Consider a sequence (un; �n) from the space X and sequences hn ∈R; 	n¿0
such that

hn → : h; 	n → :	; un+ : u in
◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd) and �n → : � a:e: (15)

with (u; �)∈X . Then

I [u; �; h; 	]6 lim inf
n→∞ I [un; �n; hn; 	n] (16)

Remark 3.3. Clearly, the assumption that (u; �) is in the space X is equivalent to �∈BV(D).
On account of

∫
D |∇�|6 lim infn→∞

∫
D |∇�n| this would follow if the total variations of the

�n stay bounded which cannot be deduced from the convergences stated in (15).

Proof. Let us 'rst suppose that

I [u; �; h; 0]6 lim inf
n→∞ I [un; �n; hn; 0] (17)

Assuming (17) we get

I [u; �; h; 	] = I [u; �; h; 0] + 	
∫
D
|∇�|

6 lim inf
n→∞ I [un; �n; hn; 0] + lim inf

n→∞

∫
D
|∇(	n�n)|

where 	
∫
D |∇�|6 lim infn→∞

∫
D |∇(	n�n)| follows from supn ‖	n�n‖L∞(D)¡∞ together with

	n�n →	� by a simple application of Lebesgues’s theorem on dominated convergence. This
shows (16). For (17) we observe

I [un; �n; hn; 0] =
∫
D
(�nf+

hn (·; ”(un)) + (1− �n)f−(·; ”(un))) dx

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2002; 25:149–178
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=
∫
D
(�nf+

hn (·; ”(u)) + (1− �n)f−(·; ”(u))) dx

+
∫
D
[�n(f+

hn (·; ”(un))− f+
hn (·; ”(u)))

+ (1− �n)(f−(·; ”(un))− f−(·; ”(u)))] dx := (1) + (2)

where (1)= I [u; �n; hn; 0]
n→∞→ I [u; �; h; 0]. Let ”n := ”(un); ” := ”(u). Then

〈A±(”n − ±); ”n − ±〉= 〈A±(”n − ”); ”n − ”〉+ 〈A±(”− ±); ”− ±〉
+2〈A±(”n − ”); ”− ±〉

and by ellipticity, this implies the lower bound

(2)¿ 2
∫
D
�n〈A+(”(un)− ”(u)); ”(u)− +〉 dx

+2
∫
D
(1− �n)〈A−(”(un)− ”(u)); ”(u)− −〉 dx n→∞→ 0

where the limit behaviour of the right-hand side follows from Assumption (15). This proves
(17), Lemma 3.2 is established.

Putting together Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we get

Theorem 3.4. Given arbitrary parameters h∈R and 	¿0; there exists an equilibrium state
(û; �̂)∈X of the functional I [u; �; h; 	].

In the next lemma, we give an upper bound for the value of the quantity ” occurring in
condition (72). It should be noted that ” does neither depend on h nor on 	¿0.

Lemma 3.5. There exist constants ”¿0 and R¿0 just depending on D; d; q; ‖aij; kl|‖L∞(D)

and the ellipticity constant # (R is also depending on ‖±‖L2q(D)) such that if (72) is satis'ed
for this choice of ”; we have û∈ ◦

W 1
2q(D;Rd) together with ‖û‖W 1

2q(D;Rd)6R, whenever (û; �̂)∈X
is an equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	] with h∈R; 	¿0.

Proof. Let (û; �̂) denote an equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	]. Then I [û; �̂; h; 	]6I [û+tv; �̂; h; 	]
for any t ∈R; v∈ ◦

W 1
2 (D;Rd), therefore

∫
D
{�̂〈A+(”(û)− +); ”(v)〉+ (1− �̂)〈A−(”(û− −); ”(v)〉} dx=0

Let A := (aij; kl); Ã := (�̂�+ij; kl + [1− �̂]�−ij; kl); hence∫
D
〈A”(û); ”(v)〉 dx +

∫
D
〈Ã”(û); ”(v)〉 dx=

∫
D
〈�̂A++ + (1− �̂)A−−; ”(v)〉 dx

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2002; 25:149–178
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being valid for any v∈ ◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd). For ” small enough (depending on ‖A‖L∞(D) and #) the
operator A(x): Sd →Sd satis'es (8) with # replaced by #=2 for any x∈ FD; therefore the unique
weak solution u∈ ◦

W 1
2 (D;Rd) of ∫

D
〈A”(u); ”(v)〉 dx= 〈T; v〉

belongs to the space
◦
W 1

2q(D;Rd) provided T ∈W−1
2q (D;Rd) := (

◦
W 1

(2q)′(D;Rd))∗ (compare, e.g.
Reference [15], Chapter 6.4, or [16]), more precisely, the mapping

J :W−1
2q (D;Rd) � T �→ u∈ ◦

W 1
2q(D;Rd)

is an isomorphism. Clearly

L :
◦
W 1

2q(D;Rd) � u �→ lu ∈W−1
2q (D;Rd)

〈lu; ’〉 :=
∫
D
〈Ã”(u); ”(’)〉 dx; ’∈ ◦

W 1
(2q)′(D;Rd)

is a continuous linear mapping whose norm can be bounded independent of �̂, and from the
de'nition of Ã, it follows that

J−1 + L :
◦
W 1

2q(D;Rd)→W−1
2q (D;Rd)

is an isomorphism provided that ‖L‖ is small enough. The last requirement can be ful'lled
(independent of �̂) if we choose

‖�±ij; kl‖L∞(D)¡”

with ” as in the lemma. Let b∈W−1
2q (D;Rd) be given by

〈b; v〉=
∫
D
〈�̂A++ + (1− �̂)A−−; ”(v)〉 dx

By the above considerations, there exists a unique function u′ ∈ ◦
W 1

2q(D;Rd) such that

(J−1 + L)(u′)= b;

and from the equation satis'ed by û, we immediately deduce û= u′. This shows

û∈ ◦
W 1

2q(D;Rd) together with ‖û‖W 1
2q(D)

6C‖b‖W−1
2q (D)

By de'nition (recall (9)) the norm of b can be bounded uniformly w.r.t. to �̂; the lemma is
established.

To 'nish this section, let us consider

I+[u; h] := I [u; 1; h; 0]=
∫
D
f+
h (·; ”(u)) dx

I−[u] := I [u; 0; h; 0]=
∫
D
f−(·; ”(u)) dx; u∈ ◦

W 1
2 (D;Rd)

(18)
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I± represent the total deformation energy of one-phase elastic media with energy density
f+
h (·; ”) and f−(·; ”), respectively.
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, we have

Lemma 3.6. On
◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd) the functionals I± attain their unique minima at û± ≡ 0.

Let us consider the case that the variational problem

I [u; �; h; 	]→ min in X (h∈R; 	¿0)

admits only one-phase equilibria (û; �̂), i.e. either �̂≡ 0 or �̂≡ 1 together with û≡ 0 (see the
beginning of this section). Then the quantity

Î0[h] := min{I+[û+; h]; I−[û−]} (19)

determines the dependence of the energy of an equilibrium state on the quantity h. It is easy
to check that

Î0[h] =




∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx + h|D|; h6ĥ

∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx; h¿ĥ

ĥ =
1
|D|

∫
D
(−〈A++; +〉+ 〈A−−; −〉) dx

(20)

4. THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE VOLUME OF THE PHASES OF EQUILIBRIUM
STATES AS A FUNCTION OF THE PARAMETER h

Roughly speaking, the next lemma implies that under certain hypotheses sequences of two-
phase equilibria will converge weakly to a two-phase equilibrium.

Lemma 4.1. For any k¿1; there exists a number 1= 1(k)∈ (0; 1=2) (depending also on
d;D; q; ‖±‖L2q(D)) such that the following is true: suppose that (û; �̂)∈X is a two-phase
equilibrium of the energy I [u; �; h; 	] with |h|6k and k−16	6k. Then we have

16
1
|D|

∫
D
�̂ dx61− 1

Proof. Let (û; �̂) denote a two-phase equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	]. Then

I [û; �̂; h; 	]6I [0; 0; h; 	] and I [û; �̂; h; 	]6I [0; 1; h; 	] (21)

The 'rst inequality in (21) implies
∫
D
{f−(·; ”(û)) + �̂(f+

h (·; ”(û))− f−(·; ”(û)))} dx + 	
∫
D
|∇�̂|

6
∫
D
f−(·; 0) dx6

∫
D
f−(·; ”(û)) dx
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where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.6. Thus we obtain

	
∫
D
|∇�̂|6

∫
D
�̂{f−(·; �(û))− f+

h (·; �(û))} dx (22)

In a similar way, we may use the second inequality in (21) to get

∫
D
{f+

h (·; �(û)) + (1− �̂)(f−(·; �(û))− f+
h (·; �(û)))} dx + 	

∫
D
|∇(1− �̂)|

6
∫
D
f+
h (·; 0) dx6

∫
D
f+
h (·; �(û)) dx

in conclusion,

	
∫
D
|∇(1− �̂)|6

∫
D
(1− �̂){f+

h (·; �(û))− f−(·; �(û))} dx (23)

Let G := |f+
0 (·; �(û))− f−(·; �(û))|. Recalling Lemma 3.5 and Assumption (9) we get

‖G‖Lq(D)6G0

for a 'nite constant G0 independent of h and 	 (but depending on the same quantities
as R from Lemma 3.5). Let us denote by �̃ one of the functions �̂ or 1 − �̂ for which
1=|D| ∫D �̃ dx6 1

2 is true. (22), (23) and HLolder’s inequality imply

	
∫
D
|∇�̃|6 [G0 + |h| ‖�̃‖1=qL1(D)]‖�̃‖(q−1)=q

L1(D)

= [G0 + |h| ‖�̃‖1=qL1(D)]‖�̃‖(q−d)=qd
L1(D) ‖�̃‖(d−1)=d

L1(D)

6 [G0 + |h| ‖�̃‖1=qL1(D)]‖�̃‖(q−d)=qd
L1(D) �

∫
D
|∇�̃|

where we used the isoperimetric inequality (with constant �) to bound the quantity ‖�̃|(d−1)=d
L1(D) .

Recall that (û; �̂) is a two-phase equilibrium state, hence
∫
D |∇�̃| �≡ 0, and we deduce from the

above inequality

1
|D|

{
	

�[G0 + |h|(|D|=2)1=q]
}qd=(q−d)

6
1
|D| ‖�̃‖L1(D) (24)

From (24), the claim of the lemma follows if we de'ne 1 as the minimum of the left-hand
side for all choices of |h|6k and 	 ∈ [1=k; k].

An application of Lemma 4.1 is

Lemma 4.2. Consider sequences hn ∈R; 	n¿0 such that hn → h and 	n →	¿0 as n→∞.
For each n let (ûn; �̂n)∈X denote an equilibrium state of the functional I [u; �; hn; 	n]. Suppose
that a subsequence of two-phase equilibria (or one-phase equilibria with �̂n ≡ 0 or one-phase
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equilibria with �̂n ≡ 1) exists. Then; for I [u; �; h; 	] there also exists a two-phase equilibrium
state (or a one-phase equilibrium state with �̂=0 or a one-phase equilibrium state with �̂≡ 1).

Proof. Passing to a subsequence, let us 'rst assume that (ûn; �̂n) is a sequence of two-phase
equilibria. By Lemma 3.1, we can extract a subsequence having the convergence properties
stated in (15), in particular ûn + û in

◦
W1

2(D;Rd); �̂n → � a.e. Lemma 3.2 implies

I [û; �̂; h; 	]6 lim inf
n→∞ I [ûn; �̂n; hn; 	n]

On the other hand, for any (u; �)∈X , we have by minimality

I [ûn; �̂n; hn; 	n]6I [u; �; hn; 	n]

and since the right-hand side converges to I [u; �; h; 	], we see that (û; �̂) is an equilibrium
state of I [u; �; h; 	]. Let us 'x k¿1 such that |hn|6k; 	n ∈ [1=k; k]. Then, according to Lemma
4.1, we have

16
1
|D|

∫
D
�̂n dx61− 1

for all n with 1 independent of n, therefore

16
1
|D|

∫
D
�̂ dx61− 1

and (û; �̂) is a two-phase equilibrium state. The corresponding result for single-phase equilibria
is trivial, since the property �̂n ≡ 0 (�̂n ≡ 1) is stable in the limit.

Lemma 4.3. For i=1; 2 let (ûi; �̂i)∈X denote an equilibrium state of the functional I [u; �;
hi; 	]. Then we have

(h1 − h2)(‖�̂1‖L1(D) − ‖�̂2‖L1(D))60

Proof. The proof is a simple calculation using I [û1; �̂1; h1; 	]6I [û2; �̂2; h1; 	] and I [û2; �̂2;
h2; 	]6I [û1; �̂1; h2; 	].

Remark 4.4. Suppose that for some h0 there exists an equilibrium state (û0; �̂0) of I [u; �; h0;
	] such that �̂0 ≡ 0 (�̂0 ≡ 1). Then, according to Lemma 4.3, all equilibrium states (û; �̂) of
I [u; �; h; 	] with h¿h0 (h¡h0) satisfy �̂≡ 0 (�̂≡ 1).

The next lemma shows that for |h| large enough, only one-phase equilibrium states can
exist.

Lemma 4.5. There are numbers h+¿h− depending; in particular; on 	 with the following
property: if h¿h+(h¡h−) and if (û; �̂) denotes an equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	], then we
have �̂≡ 0 (�̂≡ 1).

Proof. Let us 'rst suppose that for all numbers H¿0, there exists h¿H and an equilibrium
state (ûh; �̂h) of I [u; �; h; 	] such that

1
|D|

∫
D
�̂h dx¿

1
2

(25)
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From estimate (22), we get (�̂ := �̂h; û := ûh)

	
∫
D
|∇�̂|+ h

∫
D
�̂ dx6

∫
D
�̂(f−(·; �(û))− f+

0 (·; �(û))) dx (26)

(26) implies

	
∫
D
|∇�̂|+ h

∫
D
�̂ dx6G0‖�̂‖(q−1)=q

L1(D) 6G0|D|(q−1)=q (27)

If we replace h by a sequence hn ↑∞ and use (25), then (27) gives a contradiction. Hence
there exists h̃

+
¿0 such that

1
|D|

∫
D
�̂ dx6

1
2

for all h¿h̃
+

(28)

Returning to (27) and quoting (28), we may use the isoperimetric inequality to get (h¿h̃
+
)

	
∫
D
|∇�̂|6G0‖�̂‖(q−1)=q

L1(D) =G0‖�̂‖(d−1)=d
L1(D) ‖�̂‖(q−d)=qd

L1(D) 6�G0‖�̂‖(q−d)=qd
L1(D)

∫
D
|∇�̂|

being valid for all equilibrium states (û; �̂) of I [u; �; h; 	]. By (28) �̂≡ 1 is not possible. If
(û; �̂) is a two-phase equilibrium, then

∫
D |∇�̂| �=0. But from (27) we see (by dropping the

'rst term on the left-hand side) ‖�̂‖L1(D)6G0|D|(q−1)=q=h, hence there exists a number h+

(w.l.o.g. ¿ h̃
+
) such that

	−1�G0‖�̂‖(q−d)=qd¡1 for all h¿h+ (29)

Inserting this into the estimate for 	
∫
D |∇�̂|, we see that (û; �̂) must be a one-phase equilib-

rium, in conclusion �̂≡ 0 follows. The existence of h− is proved in a similar way starting
with (23).

To proceed further, we now present some necessary conditions for the parameter h under
which two-phase equilibria for I [u; �; h; 	] can exist.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose that for the functional I [u; �; h; 	] at least one two-phase equilibrium
state exists. Then we have

|h|¡h0(	) := max{(2=|D|)1=qG0; (�=	)d=(q−d)Gq=(q−d)
0 }

Here G0 is de'ned after (23) and � denotes the constant from the isoperimetric inequality.

Proof. Let (û; �̂) denote a two-phase equilibrium state. W.l.o.g. assume h¿0, the case
h60 is treated in a similar way. Going through the proof of Lemma 4.5, we see that (28)
or (29) must be violated, i.e. we have

1
|D| ‖�̂‖L1(D)¿

1
2

or 	−1�G0‖�̂‖(q−d)=qd
L1(D) ¿1 (30)

since in the opposite case (û; �̂) is a one-phase equilibrium state. Quoting (27) in the form

h
∫
D
�̂ dx6G0‖�̂‖(q−1)=q

L1(D) ; i:e: h6G0‖�̂‖−1=q
L1(D)
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and using (30) to estimate the right-hand side, we get

06h¡max{(2=|D|)1=qG0; (�=	)d=(q−d)Gq=(q−d)
0 }

Lemma 4.7. There exists a number 	∗ such that for 	¿	∗ and all h∈R all equilibrium
states of I [u; �; h; 	] are one-phase equilibria.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary equilibrium state (û; �̂)∈X of the functional I [u; �; h; 	]. Ac-
cording to (27), we have

	
∫
D
|∇�̂|+ h

∫
D
�̂ dx6G0‖�̂‖(q−1)=qd

L1(D) ‖�̂‖(d−1)=d
L1(D)

hence

	
∫
D
|∇�̂|6{|h|‖�̂‖1=dL1(D) +G0‖�̂‖(q−d)=qd

L1(D) }‖�̂‖(d−1)=d
L1(D)

If (û; �̂) is a two-phase equilibrium state, then, according to Lemma 4.6, |h| can be replaced
by h0(	), in the one-phase case this is obvious, therefore

	
∫
D
|∇�̂|6{h0(	)‖�̂‖1=dL1(D) +G0‖�̂‖(q−d)=qd

L1(D) }‖�̂‖(d−1)=d
L1(D)

Starting with (23), we get by analogous calculations

	
∫
D
|∇(1− �̂)|6{h0(	)‖1− �̂‖1=dL1(D) +G0‖1− �̂‖(q−d)=qd

L1(D) }‖1− �̂‖(d−1)=d
L1(D)

Let �̃ denote the function �̂ or 1 − �̂ for which 1=|D| ∫D �̃ dx6 1
2 . Using the isoperimetric

inequality and the estimates for �̂ and 1− �̂, we deduce
∫
D
|∇�̃|6 h1(	)

∫
D
|∇�̃|

h1(	) :=
�
	
[h0(	)(|D|=2)1=d +G0(|D|=2)(q−d)=qd]

Since h0(	) stays bounded as 	→∞, it is clear that there exists a number 	∗¿0 such that
h1(	)¡1 for all 	¿	∗. But then (û; �̂) is a one-phase equilibrium state.

Lemma 4.8. Let ĥ denote the number de'ned in formula (20). Then; for all 	¿0 small
enough; the energy I [u; �; ĥ; 	] has only two-phase equilibrium states.

Proof. By contradiction, we assume that there exists a sequence 	n¿0; 	n → 0, such that
I [u; �; ĥ; 	n] admits a one-phase equilibrium (ûn; �̂n), i.e. ûn ≡ 0; �̂n ≡ 0 or ûn ≡ 0, �̂n ≡ 1. For
any (u; �)∈X , we get

I [u; �; ĥ; 	n]¿I [ûn; �̂n; ĥ; 	n]= I [0; �̂n; ĥ; 0]=




∫
D
f+
ĥ
(·; 0) dx; �̂n ≡ 1

∫
D
f−(·; 0) dx; �̂n ≡ 0
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thus (compare (20)) I [u; �; ĥ; 	n]¿Î0[ĥ] for all (u; �)∈X . Choosing u≡ 0, we get for any
characteristic function �∈BV(D)∫

D
(�〈A++; +〉+ (1− �)〈A−−; −〉+ ĥ�) dx + 	n

∫
D
|∇�|¿Î0[ĥ]=

∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx

hence ∫
D
�[〈A++; +〉 − 〈A−−; −〉+ ĥ] dx + 	n

∫
D
|∇�|¿0

Passing to the limit n→∞ and using the de'nition of ĥ, we obtain∫
D
�
[
〈A++; +〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dy −

(
〈A−−; −〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dy

)]
dx¿0

valid for all � as above. Therefore,

〈A++; +〉 − 1
|D|

∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx¿〈A−−; −〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx

which is in contradiction to (11). Let us now assume condition (11∗) in place of (11). With
the same notation as before, we get I [u; �; ĥ; 	n]¿Î0[ĥ] for all (u; �)∈X , i.e.

∫
D
[�(〈A+(�(u)− +); �(u)− +〉+ ĥ) + (1− �)〈A−(�(u)− −); �(u)− −〉] dx

+	n
∫
D
|∇�|¿Î0[ĥ]=

∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx

Observing
∫
D〈A−−; �(u)〉 dx= ∫

D〈−; A−�(u)〉 dx=0 (see (10)) and letting n→∞, we arrive
at

∫
D
〈A−�(u); �(u)〉+ �[〈A+�(u); �(u)〉+ 2〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 − 〈A−�(u); �(u)〉] dx

+
∫
D
�
[
〈A++; +〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dy −

(
〈A−−; −〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dy

)]
dx

¿0

and (11∗) implies

∫
D
〈A−�(u); �(u)〉+ �[〈A+�(u); �(u)〉+ 2〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 − 〈A−�(u); �(u)〉] dx

¿0 for all (u; �)∈X

In the next step, we replace u by 4u; 4¿0, divide through 4 and pass to the limit 4 ↓ 0 with
the result ∫

D
�〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 dx¿0 for all (u; �)∈X (31)
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We claim that (11∗) (i.e. A++ �≡A−−) implies the existence of u∈C∞
0 (D;Rd) s.t.

〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 �=0 (32)

holds on a set E⊂D with positive measure. If not, then

〈�(u); A−− − A++〉=0 a:e: and for all u∈C∞
0 (D;Rd); hence∫

D
’〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 dx=0 for all ’∈C∞( FD); u∈C∞

0 (D;Rd)

Observing �(’u)= 1
2(∇’⊗ u+ u⊗∇’) + �(u)’ and (compare (10))∫

D
〈�(’u); A−− − A++〉 dx=0

we get ((5ij) :=A−− − A++) ∫
D
9j ’ ui5ij dx=0

and since u is arbitrary, this implies

9j ’ 5ij =0; i=1; : : : ; d for all ’∈C∞( FD)

Letting ’(x)= xk ; k=1; : : : ; d, we obtain the contradiction 5ik =0; i; k=1; : : : ; d. Thus we
have (32). W.l.o.g. we may assume that

E− := {x∈D : 〈�(u)(x); A−(x)−(x)− A+(x)+(x)〉¡0}
has positive measure (otherwise replace u by −u). Let � denote the characteristic function
of E−. We do not know that � is in BV(D) but according to the density property, we 'nd
measurable characteristic functions �n ∈BV(D) such that �n → � a.e. We get

0¿
∫
D
�〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 dx= lim

n→∞

∫
D
�n〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 dx

hence ∫
D
�n〈�(u); A−− − A++〉 dx¡0

for large enough n. But (u; �n)∈X and so the last inequality contradicts (31).

5. THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE ENERGY OF EQUILIBRIUM STATES
AS A FUNCTION OF THE PARAMETER h

If h∈R and 	¿0, we set

Î [h; 	] := inf
(u; �)∈ X

I [u; �; h; 	] (33)

According to Theorem 3.4, the value Î [h; 	] is attained by at least one equilibrium state (û; �̂).
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Lemma 5.1. We have the estimates

Î [h; 	]6Î0[h]; |Î [h2; 	]− Î [h1; 	]|6|D| |h2 − h1| (34)

valid for all 	¿0; h; h1; h2 ∈R, in particular, the function h �→ Î [h; 	] is continuous for all
	¿0.

Proof. For (34) we just observe Î [h; 	]6I [0; 1; h; 	] and Î [h; 	]6I [0; 0; h; 	]. Consider h1,
h2 ∈R and let (ûi; �̂i) denote equilibrium states of I [u; �; hi; 	]; i=1; 2. Then

Î [h2; 	]− Î [h1; 	]6 I [û1; �̂1; h2; 	]− I [û1; �̂1; h1; 	]

= (h2 − h1)
∫
D
�̂1 dx6|D| |h2 − h1|

and in the same way Î [h1; 	]− Î [h2; 	]6
∫
D �̂2 dx(h1 − h2), from which the claim follows.

Let us de'ne the number

	∗ := inf{	1¿0 : for 	¿	1 and all h∈R the energy I [u; �; h; 	] has only
one-phase state equilibria}

By Lemma 4.7, the set of numbers 	1¿0 is non-empty, hence inf{: : :}¿0, but on account of
Lemma 4.8, we know 	∗¿0.

Lemma 5.2. For any 	¿0, there exist unique numbers h+(	)¿h−(	) as follows:

h−(	)= h+(	)= ĥ for all 	¿	∗ (35)

h−(	)¡ĥ¡h+(	) for all 	∈ (0; 	∗) (36)
{
for h∈ (h−(	); h+(	)); 0¡	¡	∗; all equilibrium states are two-phase and
Î [h; 	]¡Î0[h];

(37)

{
for h¡h−(	); 	¿0; only the one-phase equilibrium state
û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 exists; we have Î [h; 	]= Î0[h]

(38)

{
for h¿h+(	); 	¿0; only the one-phase equilibrium state
û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 exists; we have Î [h; 	]= Î0[h]

(39)

Proof. Fix 	¿0 and quote Lemma 4.5 to see that

h+(	) := inf{H ∈R : û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 is the only equilibrium state of I [u; �; H; 	]}
h−(	) := sup{H ∈R : û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 is the only equilibrium state of I [u; �; H; 	]}

h+(	)¿h−(	), are well-de'ned and that for h¿h+(	)(h¡h−(	)) we must have �̂≡ 0 (�̂≡ 1)
for any equilibrium state (û; �̂) of I [u; �; h; 	]. Let us start with the proof of (35) assuming
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'rst that 	¿	∗ is 'xed. Recalling the de'nition of 	∗, we see

Î [h; 	]=




∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx :=E (“�̂≡ 0”)

or∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx + h|D| (“�̂≡ 1”)

(40)

with Î [h; 	]≡E at least for h¿h+(	) whereas the second line of (40) is valid for h¡h−(	).
We claim that h+(	)= h−(	)(= ĥ). If this is not the case, then h−(	)¡h+(	). Suppose that
for some h1 ∈ (h−(	); h+(	)), we have

Î [h; 	]= Î [h+(	); 	]

By continuity of Î [h; 	], we get Î [h+(	); 	]=E, hence û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 is an equilibrium state of
I [u; �; h1; 	]. But then Remark 4.4 shows that for h¿h1, all equilibria of I [u; �; h; 	] are of
this form contradicting the de'nition of h+(	) and the choice h1¡h+(	). For this reason, we
must have

Î [h; 	]=
∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx + h|D|

also on (h−(	); h+(	)), in particular û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 is the only equilibrium state for h in this
range (compare Remark 4.4) contradicting the de'nition of h−(	). Thus we have h+(	)=
h−(	) and by continuity of Î [h; 	], this can only happen for the common value ĥ.

Let us extend (35) to the limit case 	=	∗: consider a sequence 	n¿	∗ such that 	n →	∗.
For h¿ĥ= h+(	n), we have the only equilibrium state ûn ≡ 0; �̂n ≡ 0, by Lemma 4.2, û≡ 0;
�̂≡ 0 is an equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	∗], and with the same reasoning û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 is an
equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	∗]; h¡ĥ. According to Remark 4.4, we see that for h¿ĥ, the
only equilibrium state of I [u; �; h; 	∗] is given by û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0, whereas for h¡ĥ we only have
û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1. This implies h+(	∗)= h−(	∗)= ĥ by de'nition of h±(	∗). Altogether we have
shown (35), (38) and (39). For example, Î [h; 	]= Î0[h] in case h¿h+(	) follows from

I+[û+; h]= I [0; 1; h; 	]¿Î [h; 	]= I [0; 0; h; 	]= I−[û−]

hence according to the de'nition of Î0[h], it is seen I [0; 0; h; 	]= Î0[h]= Î [h; 	].
To proceed further, we claim that at ĥ; 	∗ there exist the equilibrium states û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 or

�̂≡ 1 and at least one two-phase equilibrium state Yu; Y�.
In fact, the existence of the one-phase equilibria follows from Lemma 4.2 together with

(35), (38) and (39). By de'nition of 	∗, there exists a sequence 	n¡	∗; 	n →	∗, such that
at least for one h= hn, a two-phase equilibrium state (Yun; Y�n) of I [u; �; hn; 	n] must exist.
Lemma 4.6 implies supn |hn|¡+∞, hence hn →: Fh at least for a subsequence, and Lemma 4.2
shows that at Fh; 	∗ a two-phase equilibrium state exists. In case Fh¿ĥ, we get a contradiction:
since û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 is an equilibrium state at ĥ; 	∗, we would get again by Remark 4.4, that
for h¿ĥ all equilibrium states are of this kind. The same argument excludes the case Fh¡ĥ,
hence Fh= ĥ.
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Let us 'x 	¡	∗. If (Yu; Y�) is the two-phase equilibrium state at ĥ; 	∗, we get (use the
existence of one-phase equilibria for the 'rst equation)

Î0[ĥ]= Î [ĥ; 	∗]= I [Yu; Y�; ĥ; 	∗]¿I [Yu; Y�; ĥ; 	]¿Î [ĥ; 	]

Since h �→ Î0[h] and h �→ I0[h; 	] are continuous, we see Î0[h]¿Î [h; 	] valid for h on an open
interval (H−(	); H+(	)) containing ĥ. Clearly H±(	)= h±(	): by de'nition of h±(	) we
have h−(	)6H−(	); H+(	)6h+(	), since for example H−(	)¡h−(	) would imply the
existence of h∈ (H−(	); h−(	)) with equilibrium state only û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1, but then H−(	) has
also û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 as the only equilibrium state (see Remark 4.4) contradicting Î0[h]¿Î [h; 	].
On the other hand, by de'nition of h±(	), the open interval (h−; h+) contains only numbers
h for which only two-phase state equilibria of I [u; �; h; 	] can exist (again use Remark 4.4),
hence Î0[h]¿Î [h; 	]. This proves H±(	)= h±(	), i.e. (36) and (37).

Next we discuss the behaviour of the phases for the case h= h±(	).

Lemma 5.3. (i) For 	∈ (0; 	∗) and h= h+(	); the states of equilibrium of the energy I(u; �;
h; 	) consist of û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 and at least one additional two-phase equilibrium.

(ii) For 	∈ (0; 	∗) and h= h−(	); the states of equilibrium of the energy I [u; �; h; 	] consist
of û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1 and at least one additional two-phase equilibrium.
(iii) In case h= ĥ; 	¿	∗ only the one-phase state equilibria û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 and û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1

(both) occur.
(iv) At h= ĥ; 	=	∗; we have one-phase equilibrium states û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0; û≡ 0; �̂≡ 1; and

at least one two-phase equilibrium.

Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii) follow directly from Lemmas 5.2 and 4.2 (with 	n =	) while (iv)
is contained in the proof of Lemma 5.2.

Finally, we discuss some analytic aspects concerning the functions h±(	).

Lemma 5.4. The functions 	 �→ h±(	) are continuous on (0;∞). h+ is strictly decreasing
on (0; 	∗); whereas h− is strictly increasing on this set.

Proof. It is suQcient to discuss h+, the results for h− follow with obvious modi'cations.
So let 0¡	2¡	16	∗; hi := h+(	i); i=1; 2, and consider a two-phase equilibrium state ûi; �̂i
of I [u; �; hi; 	i]; i=1; 2, whose existence follows from Lemma 5.3. Since there also exists the
one-phase equilibria ũi ≡ 0; �̃i ≡ 0, we have Î [hi; 	i]= Î0[hi], hence

Î0[h1]= I [û1; �̂1; h1; 	1]¿I [û1; �̂1; h1; 	2]¿Î [h1; 	2]:

But Î0[h1]¿Î [h1; 	2] implies that I [u; �; h1; 	2] admits only two-phase equilibria which means
h1 ∈ (h−(	2); h+(	2)) (see Lemma 5.2), i.e. h+(	1)¡h+(	2).

It is enough to discuss the continuity of h+ on (0; 	∗], since h+ ≡ ĥ on [	∗;∞). Assume
by contradiction that h+ is discontinuous at some point 	0 ∈ (0; 	∗]. The monotonicity of h+

implies

lim
	↑	0

h+(	)=: �¿� := lim
	↓	0

h+(	)
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Let us 'x h∈ [�; �] and consider a sequence 	n ↑	0. We have h+(	n)¿ lim	↑	0 h
+(	)¿h.

By Lemma 5.2, (37), there exists a two-phase equilibrium state for I [u; �; h; 	n], Lemma 4.2
implies the same for I [u; �; h; 	0]. Next, let 	n ↓	0. Then h+(	n)¡ lim	↓	0 h

+(	)6h, on account
of Lemma 5.2, (39), we 'nd the one-phase equilibrium state û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 for the energy
I [u; �; h; 	n], hence the same is true for I [u; �; h; 	0]. Thus, for any h∈ [�; �], there exists
the one-phase equilibrium û≡ 0; �̂≡ 0 and also a two-phase equilibrium of I [u; �; h; 	0]. By
Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, this implies h= h+(	0) for any h∈ [�; �] which contradicts �¡�.

6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2

The existence of equilibrium states (û; �̂)∈X for the energy I [u; �; h; 	]; (u; �)∈X; h∈R;
	¿0, is established in Theorem 3.4. The subdivision of the parameter half-plane 	¿0; h∈R
into the open regions A; B; C together with a description of the corresponding phase states
is given in Lemma 5.2. In Lemma 5.3, the behaviour of the distribution of the phases on
the boundaries of the regions A; B and C is analysed, Lemma 5.4 contains the information
concerning the functions 	 �→ h±(	) whose graphs generate the subdivision of the parameter
half-plane. Thus we have a complete proof of Theorem 2.1.
Next consider a two-phase equilibrium state (û; �̂) of I [u; �; h; 	]. Let H =	−1(f+

h (·; �(û))−
f−(·; �(û))) and observe ∫

D
|∇�̂|+

∫
D
�̂H dx6

∫
D
|∇�|+

∫
D

�H dx

for any characteristic function �∈BV(D). This implies∫
D
|∇1E |+

∫
E∩D

H dx6
∫
D
|∇1F |+

∫
F∩D

H dx

for any set F of 'nite perimeter in D, and following Reference [17], we see that E is a set
of generalized mean curvature H in D. From (7), (9) and Lemma 3.5, we deduce H ∈Lq(D)
and since q¿d, the regularity of 9E ∩D follows from Reference [17, 1.9 and 1.14]. It is
well-known that ∇�̂ is supported on the reduced boundary 9∗E which on account of the
above result coincides with 9E if d67. Let x0 ∈D − 9E. Due to the smoothness of 9E ∩D,
we 'nd a ball B7(x0) such that B7(x0)∩ 9E= ∅, hence |∇�̂|(B7(x0))=0, thus either �̂≡ 1 on
B7(x0) or �̂≡ 0 on this ball. Let us consider the case �̂≡ 0. Then, for any v∈C1

0 (B7(x0);Rd)
we have

0 =
d

dt|t=0

∫
B7(x0)

f−(·; �(û) + t�(v)) dx=2
∫
B7(x0)

〈A−(�(û)− −); �(v)〉 dx

(10)
= 2

∫
B7(x0)

〈A−�(û); �(v)〉 dx

hence û is a solution of the equilibrium equations of linear elasticity and therefore smooth in
case of regular coeQcients. The other case is treated in the same way which gives the proof
of Theorem 2.2.
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As stated in Section 2, we require the tensors of elastic moduli A±(x) and the stress-free
strains ±(x) to satisfy one of the conditions (11) or (11∗) which in turn are used to prove
the existence of two-phase equilibrium states for I [u; �; ĥ; 	] for small positive 	. In the case
of constant data, (11∗) seems to be quite natural, now we would like to add an example for
which (11) is true. Let

〈A±; 〉 := a±(x)tr(2) + b±(x)(tr )2; ∈Sd; x∈D

with functions a±; b± ∈L∞(D) such that a±(x)¿#¿0; b±(x)¿0. The equilibrium equations
(10) to be satis'ed by the stress-free strains ± now read

9
9xj

(a±±ij ) +
9
9xi

(b± tr ±)=0; i=1; : : :; d (41)

Let us assume that a+ ≡ a; b+ ≡ b and + ≡ +0 with constants a; b¿#; +0 ∈Sd. Then (41)
holds in the +-case, and (11) reduces to

1
|D|

∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx¡〈A−−; −〉 (42)

valid on a set E⊂D with |E|¿0. Obviously, (42) holds if we assume that 〈A−−; −〉 �= const.
Let us write a−(x)= a+�−(x); b−(x)= b+�−(x) with functions �−; �− ∈L∞(D) whose norm
is suQciently small (see (7)). Moreover, let −ij (x) := c(x)1ij. Returning to (41) we 'nd for
some constant 5

c(x)= 5=(a+ �− + d[b+ �−]) (43)

Conversely, if we de'ne c through (43) and let −; a−; b− be de'ned as above, then we see
that A±; ± satisfy (11) together with the other requirements from Section 2.

7. THE CASE 	n ↓ 0

In this section, we 'rst investigate the behaviour of

�n := inf
(u;�)∈ X

I [u; �; h; 	n]

for a sequence {	n}; 	n¿0; 	n+16	n, such that limn→∞ 	n =0. To this purpose, de'ne J [u; �]
and I [u] according to (1) and (2), respectively, and let

Y :=
◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd)×{� : D→R; � is measurable; �(x)∈{0; 1} a:e:}

We further de'ne

� := inf
X

J; � := inf
Y

J; 5 := inf◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd)

I
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and select for each n∈N an equilibrium state (ûn; �̂n)∈X of I [u; �; h; 	n], i.e. I [ûn; �̂n; h; 	n]=�n.
Then we have

Theorem 7.1. Let the above assumptions hold, in particular, we assume that all the hy-
potheses needed for Theorem 2.1 are satis'ed.
(a) We have �=�= 5, and the common value is given by limn→∞ �n.
(b) (ûn; �̂n) provides a minimizing sequence for the functional J considered either on the

space X or on the space Y .
(c) {ûn} is a minimizing sequence for the energy I on the space

◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd)

Remark 7.2. According to Lemma 3.1, there exists a subsequence {ûn} (not relabelled)
and a function û∈W 1

2 (D;Rd) such that ûn + û in
◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd). Since û is a weak cluster
point of an I -minimizing sequence, we see that û is a minimizer of the relaxed energy
Ĩ [u]=

∫
D f̃(·; �(u)) dx, f̃ denoting the quasiconvex envelope of f. On account of Theorem 2.2,

the functions ûn have good smoothness properties, and it is an interesting question if these
properties are preserved to some extend in the limit n→∞.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. From

I [ûn+1; �̂n+1; h; 	n+1]6I [ûn; �̂n; h; 	n+1]6I [ûn; �̂n; h; 	n]

we see �n+16�n. Moreover,

�= inf
X

J = inf
X

I [u; �; h; 0]6I [ûn; �̂n; h; 0]6I [ûn; �̂n; h; 	n]= �n

thus �6 limn→∞ �n. To prove the reverse inequality, choose �¿0 and (ũ; �̃)∈X such that
�¿J [ũ; �̃]− �. Since �̃∈BV(D), we have 	n

∫
D |∇�̃|¡� for n � 1, in conclusion

�¿I [ũ; �̃; h; 	n]− 2�¿�n − 2�

valid for large enough n. By de'nition, we have �6�. Again, for given �¿0, select (u; �)∈Y
such that �¿J [u; �] − �. The density property (d) stated before Theorem 2.1 implies the
existence of a sequence {�m} of characteristic functions in BV(D) such that �m → � a.e. For
large enough m, we get (by dominated convergence) J [u; �]¿J [u; �m] − �, and having 'xed
such an m, we see as before J [u; �m]¿I [u; �m; h; 	n]− � for n�1, thus

�¿I [u; �m; h; 	n]− 3�¿�n − 3�; i:e: �¿ lim
n→∞ �n

From �6� and �= limn→∞ �n together with the foregoing inequality, we get �=�= limn→∞
�n. Obviously I [ûn; �̂n; h; 	n]¿J [ûn; �̂n]¿�, thus (ûn; �̂n) is a J -minimizing sequence w.r.t. both
spaces X and Y . By de'nition, we have

f(·; �(u))6�f+
h (·; �(u)) + (1− �)f−(·; �(u))

for any (u; �)∈Y which shows 56�. Consider now an arbitrary function u∈ ◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd) and

let D1(2) := {x∈D: f+
h (·; �(u))

(¿)
6 f−(·; �(u))}, then we have (� := 1D1)∫
D
f(·; �(u)) dx= J [u; �]¿ inf

Y
J =�
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hence 5¿�, in conclusion �= 5. Finally, we observe 56I [ûn]6J [ûn; �̂n]
n→∞→ �= 5, and there-

fore {ûn} is an I -minimizing sequence. This completes the proof.

We 'nish this section with the following

Lemma 7.3. If we assume in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 that (9) is replaced
by the requirement ± ∈L∞(D;Sd) and if we further impose the bound (see (7) and (8))
�¡#=2, then the functions h±(	) have 'nite limits as 	 ↓ 0.
Proof. Let us suppose that we can 'nd a 'nite number h+0 such that

I [u; �; h+0 ; 	]¿I [0; 0; h+0 ; 	] (44)

holds for any 	¿0 and all pairs (u; �)∈X . From Remark 4.4, we deduce that û≡ 0, �̂≡ 0
is the only equilibrium state of I [·; ·; h; 	] for h¿h+0 which means (recall the de'nition of
h+(	)) that h+(	)6h+0 for any 	¿0. Obviously (44) is equivalent to

∫
D
�[〈(A+ − A−)�(u); �(u)〉 − 2〈A++ − A−−; �(u)〉+ 〈A++; +〉

−〈A−−; −〉+ h+0 ] dx +
∫
D
〈A−�(u); �(u)〉 dx + 	

∫
D
|∇�|¿0 (45)

Using the estimates (0¡:¡1)

〈A−�(u); �(u)〉+ �〈(A+ − A−)�(u); �(u)〉
¿〈A−�(u); �(u)〉 − |〈(A+ − A−)�(u); �(u)〉|; 2|〈A±±; �(u)〉|

6:〈A±�(u); �(u)〉+ 1
:
〈A±±; ±〉

we see that (45) follows from
∫
D
[〈A−�(u); �(u)〉 − |〈(A+ − A−)�(u); �(u)〉| − :〈(A+ + A−)�(u); �(u)〉] dx

+
∫
D
�
[
h+0 +

(
1− 1

:

)
〈A++; +〉 −

(
1
:
+ 1

)
〈A−−; −〉

]
dx¿0 (46)

By (8) and the bound for � the 'rst term in (46) is greater than or equal to∫
D

(
#− #

2
− 2:#−1

)
|�(u)|2 dx

Thus we 'x :¡1 such that #=2− 2:#−1¿0 and de'ne

h+0 =
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
(
1− 1

:

)
〈A++; +〉 −

(
1
:
+ 1

)
〈A−−; −〉

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
L∞(D)

This proves (46) and by the way (44). In a similar way, we prove the existence of a num-
ber h−0 ¿0 such that I [u; �;−h−0 ; 	]¿I [0; 1;−h−0 ; 	] is true for all 	¿0 and (u; �)∈X; i.e.
h−(	)¿− h−0 .
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8. THE CASE OF NON-ZERO VOLUME FORCES

From now on, suppose that (5), (7), (8)–(10) and either (11) or (11∗) are satis'ed. Suppose
further that a function

p∈Ls(D;Rd); s¿
2qd

2q+ d
(47)

is given. (Note that s¿2d=(d+2), hence
◦
W 1

2 (D;Rd)� u �→ ∫
D p·u dx is compact). With I [u; �;

h; 	] from (12) we now let

Ip[u; �; h; 	]= I [u; �; h; 	] +
∫
D
p·u dx (48)

h∈R; 	¿0; (u; �)∈X . As before we say that a minimizer (û; �̂) of Ip is a one-phase equi-
librium state if either �̂≡ 1 or �̂≡ 0, otherwise (û; �̂) is termed a two-phase equilibrium state.
Clearly, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 hold for the functional from (48). From (47), we see
that Lemma 3.5 is true for equilibrium states (û; �̂) of Ip[u; �; h; 	] with the quantity � as
before but R now also depending on ‖p‖Ls(D). Let

I+[u; h] := I [u; 1; h; 0] +
∫
D
p·u dx=

∫
D
f+
h (·; �(u)) dx +

∫
D
p·u dx

I−[u] := I [u; 0; h; 0] +
∫
D
p·u dx=

∫
D
f−(·; �(u)) dx +

∫
D
p·u dx; u∈ ◦

W 1
2 (D;Rd)

Let û+ and û− denote the unique minimizer of I+[u; h] and I−[u], respectively. Obviously
(û; �̂) is a one-phase equilibrium state if and only if (û; �̂)= (û+; 1) or = (û−; 0). Using (10)
we 'nd for any v∈ ◦

W 1
2 (D;Rd)

2
∫
D
〈A±�(û±); �(v)〉 dx +

∫
D
p·v dx=0 (49)

This implies

I+[û+; h] =
∫
D
〈A+(�(û+)− +); �(û+)− +〉 dx + h|D|+

∫
D
p·û+ dx

(10); (49)
= h|D|+

∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx + 1

2

∫
D
p·û+ dx (50)

and in the same way

I−[û−]=
∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx + 1

2

∫
D
p·û− dx (51)
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Let us de'ne Î0[h] as in (19). Then

Î0[h]=




∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx + h|D|+ 1

2

∫
D
p·û+ dx; h6ĥ

∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx + 1

2

∫
D
p·û− dx; h¿ĥ

where now

ĥ=
1
|D|

∫
D
(−〈A++; +〉+ 〈A−−; −〉) dx + 1

2
1
|D|

∫
D
p·(û− − û+) dx

Consider next an equilibrium state (û; �̂) of Ip[u; �; h; 	]. Then Ip[û; �̂; h; 	]6Ip[û+; 1; h; 	], i.e.
∫
D
[�̂(f+

h (·; �(û))− f−(·; �(û)))− f−(·; �(û))] dx + 	
∫
D
|∇�̂|+

∫
D
p · û dx

6I+[û+; h]6I+[û; h]

so that

	
∫
D
|∇(1− �̂)|6

∫
D
(1− �̂)(f+

h (·; �(û))− f−(·; �(û))) dx

Thus we have again inequality (23), inequality (22) follows from Ip[û; �̂; h; 	]6Ip[û−; 0; h; 	]
= I−[û−]6I−[û]. With (22) and (23), the proof of Lemma 4.1 can be 'nished as before,
hence we have Lemma 4.1 for the functional Ip with 1 also depending on p. Since Lemma 4.2
is reduced to Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1, the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 holds for the p-case, too; the
validity of Lemma 4.3 for equilibrium states of Ip[u; �; hi; 	] is immediate. From Lemma 4.3,
we get Remark 4.4 as before, and since the proof of Lemma 4.5 just uses inequalities (22)
and (23), the result of Lemma 4.5 is not a/ected by the presence of the p-term. Finally,
Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 remain unchanged: their proofs again rely on estimates presented in the
proof of Lemma 4.5. Let us pass to the proof of Lemma 4.8: again, assume by contradiction,
that for a sequence 	n ↓ 0 the functional Ip[u; �; ĥ; 	n] admits only one-phase equilibria (ûn; �̂n),
i.e. (ûn; �̂n)= (û+; 1) or = (û−; 0). Exactly the same calculations as before—using (50) and
(51)—imply

Ip[u; �; ĥ; 	n]¿Î0[ĥ] for all (u; �)∈X (52)

and if we choose u≡ 0, (52) implies after passing to the limit n→∞∫
D
(�[〈A++; +〉+ ĥ] + (1− �)〈A−−; −〉) dx¿

∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx + 1

2

∫
D
p · û− dx

being valid for any characteristic function �∈BV(D). Inserting the value of ĥ, we arrive at
∫
D

{
�
[
〈A++; +〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dy −

(
〈A−−; −〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dy

)]

+ �
1
|D|

1
2

∫
D
p · (û− − û+) dy

}
dx¿

1
2

∫
D
p · û−dx (53)
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Suppose now that (11) is valid. Approximating 1E with characteristic functions �k ∈BV(D),
we see that∫

D
�k

[
〈A++; +〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dy −

(
〈A−−; −〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A−−; −〉dy

)]
dx

converges to the negative number b(E) :=
∫
E[: : :]dx, and (53) implies

b(E)¿−
∫
D
|p|(|û+|+ |û−|) dx¿− ‖p‖L2(D;Rd)(‖û+‖L2(D;Rd) + ‖û−‖L2(D;Rd)) (54)

Let us estimate the norms of û±: minimality of û+ implies∫
D
〈A+(”(û+)− +); ”(û+)− +〉 dx + ĥ|D|+

∫
D
p · û+ dx6

∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx + ĥ|D|

in conclusion (recall (10))∫
D
〈A+”(û+); ”(û−)〉 dx +

∫
D
p · û+ dx60

and from Korn’s inequality we get

‖∇û+‖2L2(D;Rd×d)6c1‖û+‖L2(D;Rd)‖p‖L2(D;Rd)

By Poincar\e’s inequality, this turns into the estimate

‖∇û+‖2L2(D;Rd×d)6c2‖p‖L2(D;Rd)

and the same result holds for ‖∇û−‖L2(D;Rd×d). Inserting this into (54) we end up with

b¿−c3‖p‖2L2(D;Rd)

which is a contradiction if we assume

‖p‖2L2(D;Rd)6] (55)

for some suQciently small positive number ] depending on the data.
Suppose next that (11∗) holds. Then we get for any (u; �)∈X , using (48) and passing to

the limit n→∞
∫
D
{〈A−”(u); ”(u)〉+ �[〈A+”(u); ”(u)〉+ 2〈A−− − A++; ”(u)〉

−〈A−”(u); ”(u)〉]} dx +
∫
D
�
[
〈A++; +〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dy

−
(
〈A−−; −〉 − 1

|D|
∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dy

)]
dx

¿
1
2

∫
D
p · û− dx −

∫
D
p · u dx − 1

2
1
|D|

∫
D
� dx

∫
D
p · (û− − û+) dx
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By (11∗), we may drop the second integral on the left-hand side, thus
∫
D
[�〈A+”(u); ”(u)〉+ (1− �)〈A−”(u); ”(u)〉] dx

+2
∫
D
�〈A−− − A++; ”(u)〉 dx +

∫
D
p · u dx¿− c4‖p‖2L2(D;Rd) (56)

We recall (see (32)) that (11∗) implies the existence of a measurable set E with positive
measure and of a function ’∈C∞

0 (D;Rd) with the property 〈”(’); A−− −A++〉 �=0 a.e. on
E. W.l.o.g. we may assume that∫

E
〈”(’); A−− − A++〉 dx=: b̃¿0

Let �k ∈BV(D) denote a sequence of characteristic functions such that �k → 1E a:e. We then
use (56) with �= �k and u= 4’; 4∈R, and get after passing to the limit

42
∫
D
[1E〈A+”(’); ”(’)〉+ (1− 1E)〈A−”(’); ”(’)〉] dx

+24
[
b̃+

1
2

∫
D
p · ’ dx

]
¿−c4‖p‖L2(D;Rd)

i.e. P(4) := 42A+ 24B+ C¿0. For ‖p‖L2(D;Rd) small enough, we can arrange B¿b̃=2¿0 so
that for B2 − C¿0 P(4) has two di/erent negative zeros. Thus we can 'nd 4¡0 such that
P(4)¡0. By de'nition of C, the required condition B2¿C holds under suitable smallness
assumptions for ‖p‖L2(D;Rd). Summing up we have shown that a condition of the form (55)
implies a contradiction also in the case (11∗) which 'nally proves Lemma 4.8 to be valid
also in the presence of a volume force term p whose L2-norm is small enough.
In accordance with (33), we let for h∈R; 	¿0; Î [h; 	] := inf (u;�)∈X Ip[u; �; h; 	] and obtain

(34) from

Î [h; 	]6Ip[û+; 1; h; 	] = I+[û+; h]
(50)
= h|D|+

∫
D
〈A++; +〉 dx + 1

2

∫
D
p · û+ dx

Î [h; 	]6Ip[û−; 0; h; 	] = I−[û−]
(51)
=

∫
D
〈A−−; −〉 dx + 1

2

∫
D
p · û− dx

The second inequality in Lemma 5.1 can be proved as before if I [u; �; hi; 	] is replaced by
Ip[u; �; hi; 	].
Lemmas 5.2–5.4 were established just by combining the previous results. So they remain

valid with obvious changes: I [u; �; h; 	] has to be replaced by Ip[u; �; h; 	], the one-phase
equilibrium states (0; 0) and (0; 1) have to be interpreted as (û+; 1) and (û−; 0), respectively.
Summing up we have proved the 'rst part of Remark 2.4, precisely, the validity of the
following result is shown:

Theorem 8.1. Assume (5), (7)–(10), (11) or (11∗), (47) and (55). Then, with the nota-
tional changes just stated above, Theorem 2.1 remains valid if the functional from (12) is
replaced by the energy de'ned in (48).
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It is immediate that the volume force term does not a/ect the proof of Theorem 2.2, hence

Theorem 8.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, the result of Theorem 2.2 is true for
two-phase equilibrium states of the functional from (48).

In the same spirit, we can prove Theorem 7.1 if the potential
∫
D p · u dx is added to any

energy under consideration.

9. REMARKS ON THE CASE OF NON-ZERO BOUNDARY VALUES

Given u0 ∈W 1
2 (D;Rd) we now denote by û+(û−) the unique minimizer of I+[u; h](I−[u]) in

u0 +
◦
W1

2 (D;Rd) (compare Lemma 3.6). We further replace X (see (13)) by

X̃ := {u0 +
◦
W1

2 (D;Rd)}×{�∈BV(D) : �(x)∈{0; 1} a:e:}
and with I de'ned according to (12), we consider the variational problem

I [u; �; h; 	]→ min in X̃ (h∈R; 	¿0) (57)

The existence of equilibrium states for (57) is ensured exactly as in Theorem 3.4. Let (û; �̂)
denote a one-phase equilibrium of I [u; �; h; 	] in X̃ , i.e. �̃≡ 1 or �̂≡ 0. If �̂≡ 1 we have for
all u∈ u0 +

◦
W1

2 (D;Rd)∫
D
f+
h (·; ”(û)) dx= I [û; 1; h; 	]6I [u; 1; h; 	]= I+[u; h]

hence (together with the analogous inequality for I−) the one-phase equilibria are seen to
be given by (û+; 1) and by (û−; 0). Before going through the arguments of Section 4, we
'rst note that Lemma 3.5 remains valid if we assume in addition that u0 ∈W 1

2q(D;Rd) (of
course we now claim û∈ u0 +

◦
W1

2q(D;Rd) with corresponding a priori bound for ‖û‖W 1
2q(D;Rd),

where the quantity R also depends on ‖u0‖W 1
2q(D;Rd)). Moreover, the quantity ” is seen to be

independent of u0. Similar to Section 8, we have to check the validity of the arguments of
Sections 4–6 for the case of non-zero boundary values, the necessary adjustments are carried
out in Reference [14], and we get the 'nal result

Theorem 9.1. Assume that u0 ∈W 1
2q(D;Rd) is given such that ‖”(u0)‖L2(D;Rd×d)¡5, where 5

is suQciently small depending on the data A±; ±: Then Theorems 2:1 and 2:2 remain valid
if we replace X by X̃ .

Remark 9.2. Of course, we can combine the case of non-zero boundary values with the
presence of an additional volume force term p. The calculations are, in principle, the same
as needed for establishing the results of Theorems 8.1, 8.2 and 9.1.
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